CAN-AM Takes File Cabinets To New Heights And Widths
2 Widths, 3 Heights, 18 Colors ... Unlimited Possibilities
With Can-Am lateral file cabinets, you get what you want, anywhere you want it. You
can even have them on wheels. Stack them vertically, dresser style or back to back as a
work island complete with top. There are many cabinets sized like our filing modules
that can also be used to design your filing solution. So get out your wish list and
design your ideal filing solution and relax - you can always expand or reconfigure.

Eco Friendly, North American Made & Available in 18 Colors To Match Any Decor
Can-Am cabinets are 100% steel, completely recyclable and will never end up in a landfill. The rich powder coat finish is VOC
free and hypoallergenic. Can-Am cabinets will last a lifetime, so choose your color to match your lifestyle and enjoy the best
file cabinet money can buy. A North American made cabinet does not have to travel from the other side of the world either.

A Variety Of Modules For Unlimited Filing Opportunities
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Combine a lateral file cabinet for hanging files with a file
cabinet for CDs or DVDs and you've got the ultimate filing
solution. A filing cabinet for both your active files and all your
digitized archive files. Think of the space savings alone.
Can-Am has filing cabinets in a huge array of sizes and
configurations. And they stack for incredible flexibility.
One disc can hold thousands of scanned, electronic or digital
files. One Can-Am 6” drawer can hold 540 discs in slimline
cases or 1,000 discs in sleeves. Digitized files will soon be the
norm for archiving files and accessing them. And nobody can
get you through the transition better than Can-Am. Our file cabinets can be configured with
as much file capacity or disc capacity as you like. Last year's files get digitized and filed
efficiently in the media drawers along with your active files. No more rifling in the
basement or warehouse to access five year old files. It's all there - in one place.

